BISAP ROUGE 17
OLD DOMINICK GIN | SIMPLE SYRUP
HIBISCUS TEA | HIBISCUS FLOWER

Our associates from Senegal inspired this cocktail. While French is the official language, the Senegalese are known for Teranga which refers to their strong values of hospitality and sharing. They are delighted to share this special cocktail with you.

THE TERESA 17
HERRADURA “PEABODY SELECT” DOUBLE BARREL REPOSADO TEQUILA | SERRANO PEPPERS | SIMPLE SYRUP | LIME JUICE

Named in honor of Teresa Lopez, the first female Master Tequila Distiller for Herradura.

TENNESSEE MANHATTAN 17
OLD DOMINICK WHISKEY | ANTICA VERMOUTH
PUNT E MES | BLACK WALNUT BITTERS

This twist to the original Manhattan is made with a whiskey originally created by Memphis’s Domenico Canale of the well known D. Canale & Co. in 1866.

Gratuity and taxes additional. REV 6.22.23.